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Do FTA Theory Testing Experiments Hard-Wire Results?

Build an experimental design as close as possible to the assumptions
of the theory.

Do so to ensure assumptions underlying empirical analysis equivalent
to those underlying theoretical predictions.

Otherwise, not sure evaluating the theory since these assumptions
could quite possibly be inconsistent with each other.

In doing so, are results being hard-wired?

What do we learn from such experiments?
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Control, Random Assignment, & FTA

Control is strongly used in FTA theory tests, relaxed in stress tests

Random assignment is also used

Stress tests very important ways in which to evaluate robustness of
theory & results
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FTA & the Analysis Stage
Growing Importance of Analysis Stage �Reasons

Growing interest in aspects of the behavior of subjects that are
sometimes less easily controlled through experimental design, even in
the laboratory.

examples � relationship between subjects�cognitive behavioral
di¤erences, the in�uence of altruism or views of fairness or reciprocity,
& how subjects learn & manipulations.

A larger number of FTA experiments are being conducted in the �eld
where control is less easily maintained & random assignment can be
problematic
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FTA & the Analysis Stage
Analysis in FTA versus Analysis in RCM

Vital di¤erence � issue of theoretical consistency

Just as in design stage, approach empirical analysis of data post
experiment not just assuming theoretical consistency between the
statistical equations estimated but confronting the degree to which
the theoretical assumptions are consistent with the statistical analysis.

If fail to do this, then simply taking an RCM based approach to the
post experimental analysis & that analysis is assuming theoretical
consistency rather than explicitly exploring whether such consistency
holds or not.

Lots of way do this, discuss one example.
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FTA & the Analysis Stage
Optimization Errors in Experiments

Game theoretic models generally assume that subjects choices are
without error.

Yet, from the �rst FTA experiments researchers discovered that
although in a number of experiments the overall predictions of the
theory might be supported by the average behavior of subjects, clearly
some subjects chose at variance with the predictions.

Could these variations in subjects�choices be a consequence of errors
that subjects make in translating their preferences into choices?

Consider the centipede Game
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FTA & the Analysis Stage
The Centipede Game & Strategic Errors

Figure: The Centipede Game from McKelvey and Palfrey (1992)
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FTA & the Analysis Stage
Quantal Response Equilibrium

McKelvey and Palfrey (1995, 1998)

QRE is a generalization of probabilistic choice models such as logit
and probit to game theoretic situations.

Key assumption actors�deviations from optimal decisions are
negatively correlated with the associated costs and that in equilibrium
players�beliefs about these deviations match the equilibrium choice
probabilities.

Goeree, Holt, and Palfrey (2008) provide an axiomatic de�nition of
what they label Regular QRE and they demonstrate that given these
axioms regular QRE exist in normal form games.
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FTA & the Analysis Stage
Quantal Response Equilibrium

In the logit equilibrium of QRE, for any two strategies, the stochastic
choice function is given by the logit function below with the free
parameter λ which indexes responsiveness of choices to payo¤s or the
slope of the logit curve:

σij =
eλUij (σ)

∑k2Si e
λUik (σ)

for all i , j 2 Si where σij is the probability i

chooses strategy j & Uij (σ) is the equilibrium expected payo¤ to i if
i chooses decision j and the players in the game have a strategy
pro�le of σ.

A higher λ re�ects a less noisy response to the payo¤s. In the
extreme, when λ = 0 subjects are choosing purely randomly and when
λ = +∞ subjects are choosing according to the Nash equilibrium.
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FTA & the Analysis Stage
Quantal Response Equilibrium

Haile et al. (2008) in the original formulation it is possible that QRE
can explain any data when the disturbances in the model are
unrestricted by assumptions as in regular QRE.

Thus, a QRE model with disturbances unrestricted may be
unfalsi�able.

However, problem can be easily avoided if the disturbances are
assumed to be independently and identically distributed or by making
a weaker assumption about disturbances called interchangeability.

Alternatively, can across data sets or work directly from the axioms of
regular QRE which imposes empirical restrictions.

However, criticism exempli�es importance of assumptions made about
stochastic processes when creating a theoretically derived structural
model for empirical evaluation.
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FTA, Field Experiments, & Observational Data

No example of �eld experiment in political science using FTA

Example of survey experiment �Tomz & VH

Examples with nonexperimental data �Coate & Conlin & others
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